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KREG PRECISION GUIDE FOR BAND SAW

€191,99 (excl. VAT)

Most bandsaw blades do not run perfectly perpendicular to the front of the table. There is always just a
little bit of "drift" that prevents you from getting precise cuts, even if you use a fence.

The Kreg® Precision Band Saw fence easily adjusts to the blade drift angle to give you a new level of
band saw accuracy.

This fence can be mounted on most 356 mm (14") band saws straight out of the box and can be adapted
to many others by drilling a single hole in the aluminium mounting rail.

Never before has it been possible to make such a wide variety of cuts with a band saw fence. This stop
adjusts both for blade deviation and perpendicularity to the blade (essential when cutting thin veneer).
In addition, the stop can be quickly placed in an inconspicuous position, allowing the blade guides to be
positioned closer to the workpiece. In addition, the fence can accept repeating sawn guides or Kreg®

Stops for use in additional applications.
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SKU: KRE-KMS7200

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Most bandsaw blades do not run perfectly perpendicular to the front of the table. There is always just a little bit
of "drift" that prevents you from getting precise cuts, even if you use a fence.

The Kreg® Precision Band Saw fence easily adjusts to the blade drift angle to give you a new level of band saw
accuracy.
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This fence can be mounted on most 356 mm (14") band saws straight out of the box and can be adapted to
many others by drilling a single hole in the aluminium mounting rail.

Never before has it been possible to make such a wide variety of cuts with a band saw fence. This stop adjusts
both for blade deviation and perpendicularity to the blade (essential when cutting thin veneer).

In addition, the stop can be quickly placed in an inconspicuous position, allowing the blade guides to be
positioned closer to the workpiece. In addition, the fence can accept repeating sawn guides or Kreg® Stops for

use in additional applications.

Straight, strong and rigid design
The aluminium fence is incredibly strong, straight and built to last for years. The front and top of the fence

contain T-slots for adding stops, guides for repeating saws and more.

Easy to remove
When you don't need the fence, remove it in seconds - no tools needed! Simply loosen the locking button and

lift the fence off the mounting rail, which is below the table surface, so that it is not in the way.

Precision Lens Cursors
The thin red line on the Precision Lens Cursor is enlarged and easy to read for even the smallest adjustments,

allowing you to fine-tune the stop for cutting veneers, pins and more.

Adjustable in two sizes
This fence is unique in that it can adjust itself to fit perfectly square to your table and top. With two simple

adjustments, you can set the stop to match the blade deviation, thus significantly improving cutting accuracy.

Usability
Pre-drilled holes on the mounting rail are suitable for most 356 mm (14") band saws.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Made of anodised aluminium
Cursor with precision lens for precise cuts

Mounting rail 660 mm long
Easy to adjust, perpendicular to the table and with correction of blade drift

Guide rail 457 mm long
Pre-drilled holes to which most band saws fit
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DESCRIPTION

Most bandsaw blades do not run perfectly perpendicular to the front of the table. There is always just a little bit
of "drift" that prevents you from getting precise cuts, even if you use a fence. The Kreg® Precision Band Saw
fence easily adjusts to the blade drift angle to give you a new level of band saw accuracy. This fence can be
mounted on most 356 mm (14") band saws straight out of the box and can be adapted to many others by

drilling a single hole in the aluminium mounting rail. Never before has it been possible to make such a wide
variety of cuts with a band saw fence. This stop adjusts both for blade deviation and perpendicularity to the
blade (essential when cutting thin veneer). In addition, the stop can be quickly placed in an inconspicuous

position, allowing the blade guides to be positioned closer to the workpiece. In addition, the fence can accept
repeating sawn guides or Kreg® Stops for use in additional applications. Straight, strong and rigid design

The aluminium fence is incredibly strong, straight and built to last for years. The front and top of the fence
contain T-slots for adding stops, guides for repeating saws and more. Easy to remove When you don't need
the fence, remove it in seconds - no tools needed! Simply loosen the locking button and lift the fence off the
mounting rail, which is below the table surface, so that it is not in the way. Precision Lens Cursors The thin
red line on the Precision Lens Cursor is enlarged and easy to read for even the smallest adjustments, allowing
you to fine-tune the stop for cutting veneers, pins and more. Adjustable in two sizes This fence is unique in
that it can adjust itself to fit perfectly square to your table and top. With two simple adjustments, you can set

the stop to match the blade deviation, thus significantly improving cutting accuracy. Usability Pre-drilled holes
on the mounting rail are suitable for most 356 mm (14") band saws.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 4 kg

Length 457 mm, 660 mm


